Rule 11B-21.005, F.A.C., requires that a Commission-certified training school, conducting CJSTC vehicle operations training for basic recruit or instructor students, shall comply with the following requirements:

1. The driving range shall have a paved area at least a 300’ x 600’ in size and a paved skid pad area at least 24’x200’ in size, that is located off public roadways, or the training school shall have a Commission-approved exemption on file pursuant to Rule 11B-21.005, F.A.C. In lieu of a skid pad, training schools are permitted to use operable slide initiating devices for training students in slide recovery exercises.

2. The driving range shall be equipped with at least 90 orange or yellow traffic cones no less than 12” in height; and at least eight orange or yellow traffic cones that are no less than 24” in height.

3. The driving range shall be equipped with two fire extinguishers with a rating of 10 BC or equivalent.

4. Driving ranges used for practical exercises shall be equipped with a first aid kit. The first aid kit shall be located at the facility when basic recruit students are actively engaged in practical exercises, and shall be immediately accessible to instructors and basic recruit students.

   The first aid kit shall include at a minimum the following supplies:
   
a. Protective gloves of varying sizes
b. Pocket mask with one-way valve
c. Gauze bandage; one roll any size
d. Adhesive bandages; one box of 1” or 2”
e. One roll of adhesive tape
f. Cold pack, or plastic bags and ice to make a cold pack
g. One pair of blunt tipped scissors
h. Emergency blanket
i. Two 4” bandage compresses
j. Two triangular bandages 
k. One eye-dressing kit
l. One occlusive dressing
m. Two trauma dressings
n. One biohazard disposal bag
o. Sterile eyewash
p. Commercially produced tourniquet

5. The driving range shall have accessible and immediately available telephone or radio communication.

6. The driving range shall have accessible drinking water, restroom, and rain-resistant shelter for personnel engaged in driving training.

7. The driving range shall be secured by barriers from through traffic while training is being conducted on the range. Warning signs shall be posted at all vehicle access points that clearly identify the area as a “vehicle operations training driving range” with access restricted to basic recruit trainees, criminal justice instructors, and personnel authorized by the training center director.

8. For delivery of night driving exercises driving range equipment shall include:

   a. Reflective vests to be worn by all personnel and students; and
   b. At least one traffic wand for each instructor and other individuals designated to assist in the facilitation of night driving, for example: road guards and traffic control personnel who setup driving cones.
9. Each Commission-certified training school shall have available at least one automobile for vehicle operations training. Emergency lights and sirens that are external or internal are required for vehicles engaged in emergency training exercises in a CMS Law Enforcement Vehicle Operations Course and CMS Vehicle Operations Instructor Course.
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